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Legal notices
Copyright notice
© 2020 HYCU. All rights reserved.

This document contains proprietary information, which is protected by copyright. No part 
of this document may be photocopied, reproduced, distributed, transmitted, stored in a 
retrieval system, modified or translated to another language in any form by any means, 
without the prior written consent of HYCU.

Trademarks
HYCU logos, names, trademarks and/or service marks and combinations thereof are the 
property of HYCU or its affiliates. Other product names are the property of their respective 
trademark or service mark holders and are hereby acknowledged.

Azure®, Internet Explorer®, Microsoft®, Microsoft Edge™, and Windows® are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or 
other countries.

Google Chrome™ is a trademark of Google LLC.

Linux® is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.

Mozilla and Firefox are trademarks of the Mozilla Foundation in the U.S. and other 
countries.

Disclaimer
The details and descriptions contained in this document are believed to have been accurate 
and up to date at the time the document was written. The information contained in this 
document is subject to change without notice.

HYCU provides this material "as is" and makes no warranty of any kind, expressed or 
implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness 
for a particular purpose. HYCU shall not be liable for errors and omissions contained 
herein. In no event shall HYCU be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential, punitive, 
special or incidental damages, including, without limitation, damages for loss and profits, 
loss of anticipated savings, business interruption, or loss of information arising out of the 
use or inability to use this document, or any action taken based on the information 
contained herein, even if it has been advised of the possibility of such damages, whether 
based on warranty, contract, or any other legal theory.

www.hycu.com
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The only warranties for HYCU products and services are set forth in the express warranty 
statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be 
construed as constituting an additional warranty.

Notice
This document is provided in connection with HYCU products. HYCU may have copyright, 
patents, patent applications, trademark, or other intellectual property rights covering the 
subject matter of this document.

Except as expressly provided in any written license agreement from HYCU, the furnishing of 
this document does not give you any license to these patents, trademarks, copyrights, or 
other intellectual property on HYCU products. Use of underlying HYCU product(s) is 
governed by their respective Software License and Support Terms.

Important: Please read Software License and Support Terms before using the 
accompanying software product(s).

 

HYCU
www.hycu.com

www.hycu.com

http://www.hycu.com/
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What's new
This update of HYCU for Azure introduces a variety of new backup and recovery features, 
key enhancements, and fixes that will help you keep your data protected and safe in a 
simple and efficient way.

Automatic policy assignment
HYCU for Azure now allows you to set up automatic assignment of policies to virtual 
machines. You do this by first adding tags to virtual machines in Azure and then specifying 
the corresponding tag names and values in HYCU for Azure policies, or by adding the hycu-
policy tag to virtual machines in Azure.

Pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts
You can now use the pre-snapshot and post-snapshot scripts to perform necessary actions 
before and after the snapshot of a virtual machine is created. For example, if the virtual 
machine  hosts a database management system, you may want to put the database offline 
before the snapshot is taken to ensure the application-consistent backup  and bring the 
database back online when the snapshot creation completes.

Webhooks as a notification channel
You can now configure HYCU for Azure to send webhook notifications  when new events 
occur in your data protection environment. Setting up webhooks as a notification channel  
(in addition to or as an alternative to emails) allows you to monitor and manage your data 
protection environment more efficiently, and to immediately respond to the events if 
required.

Other enhancements and fixes
The following is a list of other enhancements and fixes that come with this update of 
HYCU for Azure:

 l When assigning credentials to virtual machines, you can now select between the 
following protocols:

 o Automatic: In this case, HYCU for Azure automatically selects a protocol for 
accessing the virtual machine.

 o SSH or WinRM: In this case, you specify a port number and the type of 
authentication for accessing the virtual machine.

www.hycu.com
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 l Individual restore point entities—Backup, Copy, Archive—can now be selected for the 
restore or marked as expired (as an alternative to marking the whole restore point as 
expired).

 l You now have the option to activate or deactivate a target as needed.

 l The overall web user interface experience has been enhanced, including the addition of 
links to the Tasks panel and the Azure portal.

For detailed information about all the new features, enhancements, and fixes, see HYCU for 
Azure Help.

How to start using HYCU for 
Azure
Delivered as a Data Protection as a Service (DPaaS) solution, HYCU for Azure requires no 
deployment. You subscribe to the service online from the Azure Marketplace and HYCU 
then activates the service for you. 

For detailed information about subscribing to HYCU for Azure, see the HYCU for Azure User 
Guide.

Supported infrastructure
For information about the supported infrastructure, see the HYCU for Azure 
Compatibility Matrix.

HYCU for Azure 
documentation set
The HYCU for Azure documentation set includes the following documents that are available 
online at https://docs.azure.hycu.com/:

Document Link to the document

HYCU for Azure Release Notes HYCU for Azure Release Notes

HYCU for Azure Compatibility Matrix HYCU for Azure Compatibility Matrix

HYCU for Azure User Guide HYCU for Azure User Guide

HYCU for Azure Help HYCU for Azure Help

www.hycu.com

https://docs.azure.hycu.com/
https://docs.azure.hycu.com/v/1.1.1/HYCU-for-Azure-Release-Notes.pdf
https://docs.azure.hycu.com/v/1.1.1/HYCU-for-Azure-Compatibility-Matrix.pdf
https://docs.azure.hycu.com/v/1.1.1/HYCU-for-Azure-User-Guide.pdf
https://docs.azure.hycu.com/v/1.1.1/index.html
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Provide feedback
For any suggestions and comments regarding this product or its documentation, send us 
an e-mail to:

info@hycu.com

We will be glad to hear from you!

www.hycu.com
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